Kane, Boulder & Moose lakes
Date
Location
Fish Species
Fish Caught
Flies Used
Techniques
Comments

Time
Mid September 2012
Kane, Boulder & Moose Lakes, ID Weather
Brook, Rainbow & Cutthroat Trout Size Range
Brook, Rainbow and Cutthroat Trout
Elk Hair Caddis, Humpy, Royal Wulff
Dry fly
One of the most scenic areas in Idaho

Clear
Small; 10-14” in Kane Lake

What a cool area to hike for 3 days. I love hiking in the Pioneers. The Pioneer Mountains
are east of Sun Valley and west of Mackay. These lakes are some of the highest lakes in
Idaho – all over 9,000’. The terrain is steep and rocky as you hike above tree line.
Not only is the scenery fantastic but so is the wildlife. I saw Moose, Antelope, Deer,
Mountain Goats and an unusually curious Squirrel on this trip. No Wolf or Bear this time.

Itinerary:
Boulder Lake – 8 mile roundtrip with 2200’ elevation gain - 10” Cutthroat
Moose Lake – 10 mile roundtrip with 2255’ elevation gain – stunted Brook Trout
I also hiked to Surprise Valley making it a 16 mile roundtrip hike and
another 2000’ of elevation gain.
Kane Lake - 8 mile roundtrip with 1640’ elevation gain – 10-14” Cutthroat
All three lakes have different trailheads but they are all in the same vicinity. The
trailheads are easy to drive to except for Kane Lake. You may want to hike the last mile
of road if you are in a car since it deteriorates where the road crosses the creek (you’ll
know when you see it). All three hikes have a lot of elevation gain but all the trails are
straight forward. The last mile to Kane Lake is faint in places but Cairns mark the path
through boulder fields. All three lakes have towering peaks as scenic backdrops and the
chance to see Mountain Goats. The fishing was easy for eager Trout willing to go aerial
for dries on the surface.
Boulder Lake
I started the trip with a hike to Boulder Lake. I caught several small Westslope Cutthroat
Trout before heading back down the mountain. I stopped and fished a Beaver pond near
the trailhead on Wildhorse Creek and caught a few small Rainbows and saw a Brook
Trout in the bunch as well.
The trail to Boulder Lake

Boulder Lake

A Beaver pond on Wildhorse Creek

Moose Lake
The trailhead to Moose Lake is just a few miles down the road from the Boulder Lake
trailhead. From this trailhead you can access Fall Creek Falls, Moose Lake and
spectacular Surprise Valley.
The trail on the right side of the creek is a mile hike to Fall Creek Falls which is an easy
stroll I did the first evening. It is a small waterfall but worth an evening stroll while
looking for wildlife. I saw a few Dippers in the stream as well as several Yellow-rumped
Warblers. I fell asleep to the sound of the creek and a Great Horned Owl hooting nearby.
It wasn’t long before I felt a mouse on my covers. I don’t know how they get into the bed
of my truck but the same thing happened on the last trip.
The trail on the left side of the creek after crossing the bridge makes its way up Fall
Creek until the trail splits in several places at Left Fork Fall Creek, Moose Lake, Surprise
Valley and possibly (unmaintained?) continuing up Fall Creek. It is a neat hike as you
continue to get closer to the peaks.
Moose Lake is a beautiful lake. It is also worth the short hike to the upper lake. Both
lakes have stunted Brook Trout that are easy to catch. I doubt the fish in the upper lake
survive since it is so shallow. I assume they swim up the creek each year.

Fall Creek

A small lake above Moose Lake

Moose Lake

Surprise Valley
One of the many Dusky Grouse seen on each hike

Surprise Valley is a
13 mile roundtrip hike
to the lower lake
without the detour to
Moose Lake. It is also
a nice climb of 2340’.
I usually like to hike
to a lake as my
destination but
Surprise Valley is a
destination worth
visiting despite
having a lake with no
fish. The scenery is
spectacular. It’s a
whole different world up there. I hiked half way up the valley to get views of Standhope
Peak. I’ve looked down into the valley on a hike to Betty Lake a few years ago. This
might be my favorite hiking area in the state but it’s a tossup with the White Clouds.

A look up the Surprise Valley

The lower lake in Surprise Valley

A look up Fall Creek Canyon from Surprise Valley near the lower lake

A look down on Fall Creek Canyon and Angel Lake from upper Surprise Valley a few years ago

Looking down into Surprise valley on a hike a few years ago

Kane Lake
Mountain Goats at Kane Lake

I have great
memories from Kane
Lake. I saw a Moose
on the drive in,
Mountain Goats at
the lake and Deer on
the drive out. I also
had a great hike
exploring the rocky
basin above Kane
Lake. I was hoping to
follow and get a
closer picture of the
Mountain Goats but
no luck. The fish
were bigger in Kane
Lake than they were in the other two lakes. It was so fun stocking cruising trout from the
rocks and watching the trout’s behavior. I love watching all the action from an elevated
position especially when you can look down their throat before they gulp the fly.

The view of Devils Bedstead on the drive in to Kane Lake

A nice Cut from Kane Lake

Kane Lake

The Pioneers is one of my favorite destinations in Idaho. I’ve seen spectacular wildlife,
scenery and great fishing every time I’ve come to the area. I highly recommend the
Pioneers as one of Idaho’s best backcountry adventures.

Views from above Kane Lake

